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the continuity of care, the taking of responsibility,
family dynamics, and the demonstration that over 90
per cent of episodes of illness are dealt with by family
doctors. Undergraduates often became interested at this
stage and college tutors should tell them about the
College and its aims. Tutors could encourage them to
specialize in general practice and to enquire about
vocational training schemes after graduation. A
measure of the success of this was the number of
enquiries the regional adviser had received from
interested undergraduates.

Vocational trainees

Vocational training was probably one of the most
exciting developments in the College saga and he
considered that in the West there had developed a
viable, flexible, continuing scheme, with about 60
trainees currently in training, which was constantly
being revised and improved. Was this then a sign of
success, he asked, that 50 young doctors felt it
worthwhile to spend three years learning to be good
general practitioners? Was it also a measure of success
for the College, because it had laid down, in most cases
with little opposition, how training should be carried
out?

New members of the College

He explained that the West had been running a new
members' forum for over two years. This was usually an
informal meeting, held every two months or so, where
younger doctors could discuss topics of interest or
problems. Often faculty board officers were present at
these meetings and were sometimes asked to speak. This
produced a useful feeling of college identity, especially
for those who were not on the faculty board. After all,
when else could member and associate get together in a
collegiate meeting except for the Annual General
Meeting?

The older practitioners
Dr Macneill deemed that having to pass an examination
alienated older practitioners from the College and that
the only way it could regain contact with its members,
present and prospective, was through the faculty boards.
He felt that members were too easily persuaded by a
select few in the College. One positive suggestion would
be to hold a referendum on college aims, with a
criticism of the College. No one had ever bothered to
ask the ordinary general practitioner what he thought of
the College, what it could do for him, or what he could
do for it. The College had nothing to lose.

Society
He queried the importance of publicity to the College
and whether it would affect the relationship between
doctor and patient if patients knew that some doctors
were college members.
He concluded that the interests of the College were

the interests of all, and thought that a strong college,
sensibly orientated in outlook and flexible in future
planning, offered the best hope of maintaining all that
was best in family medicine.

Audit

Dr R. L. K. Colville from Blantyre gave a very
interesting paper on audit. Unfortunately we do not
have enough space to publish it here.

Discussion groups

The rest of the conference was conducted in small
groups which discussed tasks related to the college
tutor's role. One important role that emerged was the
need for the college tutor to acquaint young graduates
with the content of the MRCGP examination, encour-
age them to take it, and counsel those who are
unsuccessful.

D. A. H;ALDANE

Problems between professions
LAST year the Bristol Council for Voluntary Service,

an independent social work agency, held a second
conference called "The Family in Trouble". In 1975 a
conference with the same title had been held between
social workers and lawyers. Much useful information
was exchanged then and groups have met since to
arrange the practicalities of setting up a conciliation
service to be attached to the Divorce Courts in Bristol.
During the first conference it had become obvious

that doctors, and especially general practitioners, would
have plenty to say about families in trouble. Doctors
were therefore invited to this year's meeting.
The social workers present had assumed that doctors

and lawyers got on well together. They were amazed to
hear how lawyers felt that doctors were usually anxious
not to give reports, let alone to appear in court even if
the court timetable was arranged to suit the doctor.
Reports were often illegible and quite likely not to
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contain any useful information because of the scarcity
of original records. In their turn, doctors felt that
lawyers had no idea of the problems of confidentiality
and expected doctors to produce information about
their patients without assurance that the patient had
consented. Information to be used against a spouse
could have been given during attempts at marital
counselling. It was reassuring to hear Judge Jean
Graham Hall say that child abuse was a special category
and that the principles of confidentiality might need to
be waived in the interests of the child.
The lawyers were even more amazed when the

relationship between doctors and social workers was
discussed, and labelled it as "terrible". Attempts were
made to discover the cause of this.
The average general practitioner has perhaps 15

years' more experience than the average social worker
and feels that he therefore knows better. He puts a
higher value on his experience than on the social
worker's formal training. He can easily resent the
possibility that a social worker might be as important to
a family as he is. He is likely to know the family but will
tend to know them as people rather than to have many
facts about them. The very few homosexuals known to
a general practitioner when there could be a hundred on
his list was cited as a relevant example.
The social worker feels trained and in possession of a

systematic collection of facts about a family, and
considers that it is the general practitioner who is the
ignorant amateur. However, she has to work with him
in spite of the lack of mutual trust, so the relationship is
complicated and fragile. She would rather not be
treated as the doctor's assistant but she has found that
calling doctors 'sir' makes for the smoothest relation-
ship with the many arrogant doctors she meets
('arrogant' being accepted by the conference as an
accurate description).
The attitudes of a middle-aged general practitioner

and those of a young social worker are bound to differ
often. Frequently the differences are irreconcilable no
matter how much goodwill there is on each side and
each will feel strongly enough to fight for his own
viewpoint. Whether a baby should be returned to the
family after being injured may not be decided on the
facts, which often cannot be known, but on the beliefs
of the most forceful member of a case conference.

Large case conferences were criticized. Of 15 or so
people present, possibly only the social worker, the
health visitor, and the general practitioner have actually
met the family. Social workers get promoted out of
contact with clients and therefore the conference is
often chaired by a middle-management social worker
who has not only not met the family but has not met any
clients for some years. (How valuable would the
opinion be of a doctor who has not seen an illness for a
year?) It will be difficult for the social work profession
to earn the esteem of doctors until doctors become used
to working with people whose depth of experience
commands respect.

It was proposed that all general practitioners should
have social work skills: that is, they should be able to
give information and be able to help people to organize
their thoughts and feelings in order to come to decisions
and find solutions. They will always have to be able to
distinguish between physical disease and stress disease-
and stress disease can be diagnosed safely only when its
cause has been understood. Drugs for the relief of
depression and anxiety are probably best given by a
doctor. Experience and an open mind should allow
social workers to respect the view that drugs can be
helpful.
However, there is so much useful work that a general

practitioner can undertake that it is not reasonable to
expect that all will want to be expert marital coun-
sellors.

Social work was defended by Baroness Faithful,
lately Director of Social Services in the Oxford region.
It was a new profession, she said, and there had not
been enough time to train social workers and establish a
satisfactory administration. The burden laid on social
service departments by Parliament was constantly
increasing.
However, as the judge said, the Conference was still

incomplete. "The-eyes and ears of all review committees
on child abuse are the teachers." The Conference felt
that its greatest use had been the way in which the
professions had come together to reach a position from
which mutual trust might grow.

DOMINIC STEVENS

Addendum

Dr Stevens would be pleased to hear of any attempts to foster this
kind of interprofessional co-operation. His address is: The Surgery,
2a North Street, Bristol BS3 I HU.

Treatment of dextropropoxyphene
poisoning

About a fifth of hospital admissions for self-poisoning
in the UK involve analgesics . . . Of the prescription-
only analgesics dextropropoxyphene heads the list ...
By far the commonest preparation is 'Distalgesic' .

In 1974 in England and Wales 39 deaths were
attributed to dextropropoxyphene alone or in combi-
nation with other drugs ... Its effects are not
qualitatively different from those of other narcotics.

Since most deaths occur before the patients reach
hospital, prompt treatment is essential. First, as in all
cases of poisoning, the patient needs intensive sup-
portive care, which may include clearing the airway,
prevention of aspiration, and artificial ventilation.
Secondly . . . naloxone . . . should be carried by all
general practitioners.
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